WPREIA Newsletter – November 2017
Our next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, November 21st
Greater Pittsburgh Masonic Center in Ross Twp
3579 Masonic Way, Pittsburgh, PA 15237

$10 at the Door
If your membership has expired and you aren’t ready to renew yet, or if you have visited the club
as a guest and are still deciding whether to join, you are welcome to join us for the monthly
meeting but you will be asked to pay $10 at the door. While an annual membership is cheaper
than paying $10 at each meeting, we understand that this pay-as-you-come option is a better fit
for some. Note that first-time guests are still free.

Main Meeting:
6:00 – 7:00 Pizza Networking – Informal networking opportunity before the meeting (let me
know by Noon on Tuesday if you are planning to attend, so enough pizza can be
ordered)
7:00 – 8:00 Club Announcements - I’m always working on something new, and if you miss the
meeting you won’t know what that is.
Legal Minute with attorney Rob Xides
Accounting Minute with accountant Marty Schwartz
Landlord Minute with Chuck Pupich
Vendor Parade

8:00 – 9:00 Internet Marketing for Landlords, Wholesalers, & Flippers
Logistics:
Properties for Sale Table – I love this table idea. I wish I could remember who I stole this idea from so I
could give them credit. I think it was RICH Club from Houston. Even if it wasn’t, they do a lot of good
things and deserve credit for something.
Vendor Tables – Vendors are encouraged to set up trade show style in our vendor area.
Sub-Group Table – Don’t forget to look at the sub group table. We have a bunch of sub groups now and
you are bound to be interested in at least one of them. These groups are designed to supplement the
main meetings.
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Online Club Calendar – In case you missed it, we added a calendar to the PittsburghREIA.com website.
This way we can keep track of recurring sub-group meetings and club activities all in one place. Find it
under the Events tab.

Membership Renewals
If you need to renew your membership before the meeting then just follow this link
http://pittsburghreia.com/membership/membership_application_form.pdf then print out your application and
bring it in with your check. It is that simple.

…Below is newsletter content that was sent in advance, for those of you who
prefer to read smaller chunks of information more often. It’s being
included for those who missed it…

(Nov 18)

Success tip, flood insurance, and multi family property for sale
the main REIA meeting is this coming Tuesday and I am already excited. WE have a lot of really good
stuff to cover
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Successful People Initiate
Most people only do what they are asked, doing only the minimum requirement. They need specific
instructions on most things they do.
Conversely, those who become successful are anxiously engaged in a good cause. They don’t need to be
managed in all things. They don’t just do the job, they do it right and complete. They also influence the
direction for how certain ideas and projects go.

Most importantly, those who become successful initiate. They reach out to people, ask questions, make
recommendations, offer to help, and pitch their ideas.
Being successful requires being proactive and not waiting for life to come to you. It means you’re on
offense, not defense. You’re active, not passive.
5 units together
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1509 Airbreak Ave and 1509 ½ Airbreak in Pitcarn
$2500 each or $5000 for the pair.
Each house is a vacant multiunit, 1509 is a triplex 1509 and ½ is a duplex, each has been vacant since
2014 and needs a good deal of work. This could turn out to be a bargain for the right buyer.
We have a a total rehab estimate around 125k , the good news is that we can connect you with rehab
funders.
Market rent is $3345 per month which would cash flow quite nicely
A philly area lender is selling these to clear out their portfolio. There is aprox 10k in back taxes that go
with these two.
To set up an appointment to see them, email me at PittsburghREIA@aol.com
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hi Josh
Here are the details - 3 unit building in zip code 15210 - city not Mt Oliver
each unit is 2 bedrooms - monthly rent includes water and sewage $868.00
Unit 1 - long time tenant
Unit 2 - vacant - but advertised for renters
Unit 3 - vacant - but advertised for renters
Bus stops right at front door
2 car garage - detached
parking on street
asking $260,000.00
Can't do owner financing as i am looking to clear up debt - to be debt free
I do have other units in the area - depending on how this deal worked out - the owner of this investment
could possibly have first crack at future sales. and I might entertain future purchsaes for owner financing
No tire kickers - serious inquiries only -call for details
kmcampbell@zoominternet.net
412-559-0755
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------3
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House passes long-term reauthorization of National Flood Insurance Program
Bill to reduce direct spending by $187 million
November 14, 2017
Brena Swanson
KEYWORDS CBO Congressional Budget Office Flood insurance National Flood Insurance Program NFIP
Sean Duffy The 21st Century Flood Reform Act
Less than a month before the program was set to expire, the House of Representatives voted Tuesday
and passed (237-189) the 21st Century Flood Reform Act, which will reform and reauthorize the National
Flood Insurance Program.
The 21st Century Flood Reform Act, H.R. 2874, would reauthorize the NFIP for five years, introduce
private market competition, and provide programmatic reforms to help policyholders, according to the
House Financial Services Committee.
At the beginning of September, President Donald Trump signed a three-month extension to the National
Flood Insurance Program in order to give Congress more time to come up with a long-term financial
solution for the program.
The NFIP was established in 1968, and authorization for the program, which is administered by Federal
Emergency Management Agency, was set to expire on Sept. 30, 2017. The extension moved the
expiration date to Dec. 8, 2017.
According to FEMA’s website, “The National Flood Insurance Program aims to reduce the impact of
flooding on private and public structures. It does so by providing affordable insurance to property
owners and by encouraging communities to adopt and enforce floodplain management regulations.”
While the devastating destruction of recent hurricanes has pushed the need to reform the NFIP to the
surface, flood insurance, whether it’s private or the national flood insurance program, has struggled to
gain a lot of attention over the years.
The program was extremely in debt, and according to a report from the Congressional Budget Office, it
had an expected one-year shortfall of $1.4 billion.
This new bill, which is sponsored by Rep. Sean Duffy, R-Wis., is expected to reduce direct spending by
$187 million, according to the CBO.
Notably, the CBO said that it estimated the changes made by this legislation would increase collections
from NFIP policyholders but would reduce the number of property owners who purchase insurance
through the NFIP.
On net, the CBO estimated that the changes made by H.R. 2874 would reduce direct spending on net by
$187 million over the 2018-2027 period. Meanwhile, enacting H.R. 2874 would increase revenues by
about $4 million over the 2018-2027 period, the CBO stated.
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Ranking Member of the Committee on Financial Services Rep. Maxine Waters, D-Calif., stood in
opposition of the bill though, saying that the legislation will make flood insurance more expensive, less
available, and less fair for consumers.
“At the outset, let me just say that I appreciate the time and effort that Chairman Hensarling and Mr.
Duffy spent responding to my calls for bipartisanship,” said Waters. “We sat down multiple times to
discuss areas where we could find compromise and a path forward. Although our discussions were
ultimately not successful, and I strongly oppose this bill, I continue to believe that flood insurance really
can be a bipartisan issue.”
From here, the bill moves on to the Senate, and if it passes through Senate, it will move to the
president’s desk to be signed.
(Nov 14)

One Change, One Deal, and One Opportunity
Let's start with the change Hey Josh,
Can you please send this to the group. Also I assume we are still having the regular meeting next week?
Hello Everyone,
Since the 4th Friday of the month is Thanksgiving we will be having our monthly South Hills REIA meeting
on Thursday November 30th at 7:00 PM. Joining us for this meeting will be Ryan Fisher with PV
Settlement, LLC. We will have a roundtable of questions and answers for Ryan for all of your title related
questions. I know that we have had quite a bit of interest on title related topics the past couple meetings
so this will be a good opportunity for everyone.
As always bring any other questions or problems that you have to the table and we can solve them as a
group.
I look forward to seeing you all there!
Best,
Tony Angotti
Deacon Hoover Real Estate Advisors
412-605-8233
Angotti.realestate@gmail.com
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Next, let’s look at a deal

111 W 11th Ave, Tarentum 15084
Multi-family rental consisting of a 2bed/1bath unit with an existing 3-year tenant and a recently vacant
1bed/1bath ground level apartment. The property is zoned as a duplex and does not appear to need any
major work (although some cosmetic updates would go a long way). The electric is split and paid by the
tenants, but heat and water are not and are paid by owner. Current rent for the 2-bed unit is $500/mo
plus electric and most recent rent for the 1 bed unit was $350/mo plus electric, which are both below
current fair market rents. Asking $28K. Call, text, or email me at (412) 419-1694 or
adaminpitt@gmail.com.
Property pictures:https://photos.app.goo.gl/DtCTheR6VpbmnUI03

1481 Elizabeth Blvd, Pittsburgh 15221
Off-market 2/1 rental unit for sale with 17-year tenant in place. Tenant pays $550/mo plus all utilities.
Unit does not need any major work. Owner is retiring and no longer wishes to be a landlord so she is
looking for a fast sale. Asking $25K. Call, text, or email me at (412) 419-1694 or adaminpitt@gmail.com.
_________________________________

Last, let’s look at the opportunity
Who wants to own a bank ?????
This deal is not for everyone and I will not disclose info to everyone. You need to contact me directly.
PittsburghREIA@aol.com
There is a national charter bank that we can get in on.
Minimum investment is $250 k
projected return 15-20% annually
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Happy Sunday who wants to make some money today
This is pretty close to a turn key deal
The guy selling it is also the contractor who will do the work
josh,
I came across a deal:
13 two bedroom unit apartment building with storefront (just over Allegheny County line in
Westmoreland).
purchase price: $35,000
renovation cost: $357,000
fire suppression: $15,000
plumbing: $22,000
electrical service: $25,000
roof: $15,000
windows: $20,000
unit remodels: $260,000
This will produce over $90k rent per year with $600/mo/unit and tenant pays all utilities.
I'm interested in finding a buyer, I'd also like to bid for the work that needs done.
SFR 1 (Braddock PA):
$30,000 2 BR/1 BA, currently rented for $525, tenant pays all utilities. Could be rented for $600. w/ a
new tenant.
SFR 2 (Braddock PA):
Wholesale: $5,000 4 BR/1 BA, hardwood floors everywhere. Needs $15k in repairs, $18k back taxes. For
$18k, buy it and I'll do all the repairs.

Thanks Josh!
-Jeremy
Allegheny Remodel
412-496-8404
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------7
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Now for a question from me. I hope to get a few replies.
I am slowly building an internet marketing course for real estate investors.
Part 1 - What would you like to know on the subject, it really is a massive subject
part 2 - would it help if I did a class on this at a REIA meeting, and opened it up to questions from the
audience.
I appreciate any feedback.
Josh
PittsburghREIA@aol.com
(Nov 6)

Just solved the problem of financing 2 houses on one deed !!
Eureka, I just solved a problem that has been plaguing real estate investors since the dawn of time, or at
least the last ten years.
Actually, I didn't solve the problem, I met someone else who solved the problem and I am willing to take
credit for this discovery. Sort of like what Christopher Columbus did even though the Vikings where
here hundreds of years before him, and the Phoneticians might have been also.
The problem is that dreaded two houses on one deed. This is not a duplex but two single family houses
on a single deed. As far as I have been able to tell, no bank in PA will touch these houses.
In our Sunday creative finance meeting, we discovered that the nice folks from GMA will not only
finance these previously unfinanceable properties, but they will also finance cash flowing rental
properties below 8% interest and give you up to 5 years to refi out of that loan with traditional bank
financing, via Ron Manges and FNB.
So, if either of these newly discovered programs excites you, then all you have to do is to copy and paste
this link to get the conversation started.
http://hardmoneygma.com/reia-pittsburgh/
to your success
Josh
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Why you need to network with other real estate investors
I just got back from speaking to a group of real estate investors in NY City, and one idea
struck me.
The importance of networking in the real estate investor work cannot be overstated and
I will tell you why.
For starters the ugly world of W-2 income earners is full of no-birds. These are the
people who feel the need to chirp in your ear, that what you want to do, can't be
done. They have never tried it, or if they did try, they failed. You need to get away from
these people. They are the biggest hurdle to your success. Spending time with people
who actually make money in real estate will strengthen your defenses and help you to
go deaf to their relentless chirps.

The second best effect of networking with real estate investors is that you can ask them
questions. New investors are frequently amazed by the openness of successful real
estate investors. You can ask almost anything, and get the correct answer. At the
PittsburghREIA we really encourage this sort of interaction.
Lastly, a lot of deals are made during networking. They may not be immediate, but
those relationships that form during networking can pay big dividends. Sometimes you
find a deal that doesn't really fit your criteria, that doesn't mean that you can't make
money with that deal. What it means is that you need to know someone else who might
want that same property. Networking is how you get to know those other
people. Make no mistake, networking is a two way street. Sometimes you are the
buyer and sometimes you are the seller. Make sure people know what you are trying to
do.

(Nov 4)

Help Wanted – The Busyness of Business
This comes from our very own Jay Belcher
Help Wanted – The Busyness of Business
If anybody actually kept track of my blog entries they’d realize it’s been quite a while since I’ve written
(again). I’ve been busy busy busy, as they say. I don’t say that to brag. I personally think it’s obnoxious to
be super busy all the time – at least with work. Life is meant to be lived after all.
9
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This brings us to today’s topic. I need help. Now I’m not talking about psychological help – that goes
without saying. I mean I need some help in the business to get it all done. So while I had an enchanting
tale to share with you about yellow jackets taking over an apartment, that one will have to wait for next
time.
So the busyness – not good. Have you experienced this? It seems like if you’ve been around real estate,
you go from not knowing what to do to not knowing how to get done all that you need to do. I’m
currently working on one property that needs rehab, a different one that’s been waiting for work (too
long), filling some vacancies, behind on bookwork, and on and on.
This blog is, in effect, a want ad. I’m looking for someone to help. If you find yourself aspiring to get into
real estate, or maybe you’re just getting your feet wet, then you should listen up. I’m looking for
someone who can be a local assistant. I’m looking to “apprentice” someone who wants to get paid to
learn about real estate. I’m looking to mentor someone.
I believe in VA’s – virtual assistants – folk that take on various tasks that can be handled over the
computer. But that only gets you so far. To make matters worse I just had to let my VA go and now the
new one is also having some issues. I’ve got a new ad up this morning to fill that position, but regardless
a VA can’t show vacancies, place key boxes, or check on properties.
I also like management companies – they can be a great help. I’ve been using a management company
for about a year. But ultimately my vision includes bringing all property management back in-house.
Nobody looks out for your interests like you do. Also some of the things I like to do (like “work for
equity” deals) don’t lend themselves well to outside management.
So here’s the deal. I’m looking for someone who wants to learn the business a bit. Earn while you learn.
I’m expecting someone who doesn’t really know what they’re doing, but is willing to learn.
Location is the South Hills+ of Pittsburgh – roughly from the city of Pittsburgh down to the city of
Washington, PA. If you live in the North Hills and hate driving, this is not for you. Ideally I would find
someone who lives in that Pittsburgh to Washington area.
I would say this is part-time work. I’m not looking to offload so much that it would keep you so busy all
day. It could be a good side job – particularly if your main job has flexible hours. Not everything can be
done after 5PM. Pay will be based on achievement, not on an hourly rate. You’d be a contractor, not an
employee, that is. I don’t want someone giving me a time card.
Are you interested? Can you pass this on to someone who might be? If not do you have any other tips to
share that can propel me forward? I’d be excited to hear from you – shoot me a message through bigger
pockets or email me direct at Jay.Belcher@verizon.net.
Jay Belcher
You can comment and ask Q’s on Bigger Pockets where this blog lives:
https://www.biggerpockets.com/blogs/8882-boots-on-the-ground-success-and-mistakes
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Taking action in Southwest PA. I’m a little experienced & a little green. Learn with me – a frank look at day-to-day
work, success, & mistakes.

(Oct 27)

REIA members making more money
Today I write you from sunny Orlando FL. I wish you were here.
Today I am sitting in Orlando FL at Robyn Thompson's Millionaire Summit. There are 16
other Pittsburgh REIA members that I have run into so far and this is only my first day
here.
I am learning a lot of good things, and I promise that I will bring them back to Pittsburgh
with me.
I also found a new expert or two that I will bring back to town with me.
In real estate, we get paid for two things. We get paid for our knowledge and our
effort. When you combing knowledge and effort you get to make big checks, and jobs
suddenly become optional.
I know for a fact that 17 of us are expanding our knowledge base this weekend. That is a
very good thing !!!
------------------------------------------------------------------------Attention Landlords --Hi Josh,
We are looking at some changes for the meeting as far as the night that it's held and the
location. Can you blast out an email to members asking them to email me at
LisaMroziak@gmail.com to let me know if they would prefer monthly meetings or
meetings every other month? With the number of meetings going on now, it seems that
people don't have time to attend every meeting. We'll make the changes starting in
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January but we are currently meeting at 7pm on the 4th Tuesday of each month. We
won't have meetings for the rest of the year due to the holidays.
Thanks!
Lisa
--------------------------------------------------------------------29 Orchard Scott Twp
tenant in place, leavnig in December. Tenants wants to buy, but we could not agree on
terms
Needs roof for certain. Windows soon
Perfectly fine rental, but ARV is 135. Kitchen and bath would need a facelift
plenty of meat on the bone
75 cash as is, buyer responsible for permits / inspections
I will consider 3 yr land contract with 45 down

1 car integral garage
basement clean and dry
hardwoods throughout

Char Valley schools
market rents could then be 975 easily
http://729orchard.webs.com/

justcallbonnie@gmail.com
----------------------------------------------------------------------Buyer looking for a flip
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I'm looking for a flip for an investor with an all-in budget between $70k-$150k with a
minimum $30k in profit. Would prefer 3 or 4 bedroom home, no woodland hills school
district.
Email Josh if you have anything to sell
Pittsburghreia@aol.com
-----------------------------------------------------------------------hows it goin? can you add this wholesale deal to the next blast you send out? thanking
you...
200 Juniper Dr., Coraopolis 15108
Turn-key 2/1single family townhouse in Mooncrest with tenant in place. Roof, water
heater, furnace, and electric are all newly installed or in good working condition and
new flooring has recently been installed throughout the house. The townhouse is
located minutes from Robert Morris University, which provides a natural flow of new
tenants to fill future vacancies. Tenant pays $575/month plus all utilities. Asking $33K or
reasonable offers. Call or text me at (412) 419-1694 or email me at
adaminpitt@gmail.com for more details.

Property pictures:https://photos.app.goo.gl/NX4h5qIPaokx4bOe2
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Urban farm, set to be largest in US
By Katy Mumaw October 25, 2017
The Hilltop Urban Farm in South Pittsburgh has plans to be the largest urban farm in the
nation. (Submitted image)
PITTSBURGH — A farm in the city? Yes, and just like other farms, the first step in
converting land to fields is removing the “rocks.” This fall volunteers are doing just that,
preparing part of a 107-acre plot to be Hilltop Urban Farm, by removing rocks and debris
from the land and cutting down trees and shrubs on the ungroomed acres. It is soon to
be the largest urban farm in the nation, said Sarah Baxendell, the farm’s manager.
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In August the Hilltop Alliance, a nonprofit organization, hosted a ribbon cutting
ceremony to make the official opening of the Hilltop Urban Farm in South Pittsburgh.
Discussions began in 2012 about what do with the space, which was once used for
subsidized housing, that was demolished in 2010. After a feasibility study was
conducted, Baxendell was brought on to serve as the alliance’s green space manager in
2015.
“You can tell where the buildings were in some places — rocks, foundations and pipes
still exist,” Baxendell said.
Land access
There are 107 acres, in Pittsburgh’s St. Clair neighborhood, owed by the city’s Housing
Authority. The Hilltop Alliance has started to clean it up under an expanded site access
agreement.
The Allegheny Land Trust will eventually hold the property in perpetuity and will have a
lease agreement with Hilltop to operate. The project is projected to cost $9.9 million,
said Baxendell. The plan is for 23 acres to be farmland, 12 acres to be used for green
spaces and the rest potentially for new housing.
Andy Collins of Penn Hills, one of the 11 communities part of the Hilltop Alliance. The
alliance is managing an urban farm project Southern Pittsburgh. Collins chops at a tree,
as he volunteers his time to clear the farm.
Baxendell is the seventh generation to live in this neighborhood. Her father grew up
three doors down from the gate of the farm. She has a degree from the University of
Delaware in business administration and marketing. She has also worked with the
University of Indiana in their urban agriculture programs.
Big plans
The land has been surveyed and divided into different areas.
The Hilltop Alliance has big plans, which include; a three-acre community supported
agriculture farm (CSA), three-acre farmer incubation program, one-acre youth farm, a
farmers market building, 5,000-square-foot event barn, stormwater retention ponds,
fruit orchards, community gardens and an education center. The events barn will serve
as a revenue generating resources to offset the costs, she said.
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Youth farm
The youth farm will be the first focus.
“Across the road from the site are 665 elementary students within our reach,” Baxendell
said. “We plan to partner with the school, teach the kids about horticulture and get their
hands dirty.”
The plan is for the youth farm to provide after-school and summer programs for families
to learn about raising food, nutritional information and get a chance to work outside.
Farm incubator
In the farm incubator program, the alliance plans to divide the area into 16 plots and
start with eight people interested in farming.
They are working with the Penn State Center at Pittsburgh and the College of Agriculture
as they already have farm training programs.
“We are taking some of PSU’s existing programs and curriculum and making some
adjustments for our needs,” she said.
In the farm incubator program, participants will pay a nominal fee to be provided land
and resources to start a farm. “The goal is to give them a test run at farming to see if it is
something they want to do long term.”
There are several hurdles, like city zoning, Baxendell has to overcome first. Right now,
she can’t create any permanent structures or do any digging.
The Hilltop Alliance represents 11 South Pittsburgh neighborhoods, each neighborhood
has a seat on the board.
The alliance focuses in three areas; green space, property stabilization and business
development.
Volunteers
Sept. 29 was the first volunteer day. More than 20 volunteers picked up rocks from the
fields, mowed, trimmed weeds and worked to chop down bushes and trees.
“All of the trees and bushes will be chipped and then the chips will be spread back over
the field as compost,” Baxendell said.
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Volunteers work to mow untamed land. This was once the site of subsidized housing,
and is soon to be part of a youth farm to help educate the community about horticulture
and food production.
Andy Collins, a volunteer, who lives in Penn Hills, a neighborhood east of Pittsburgh,
worked to clear the site of the future youth farm.
“I heard about the project and thought it was pretty cool. I wanted to come out and do
my part to make it happen,” he said.
Some areas have been tilled and compost spread and cover crops planted.
Progress
The Hilltop Alliance and contractor Go Supreme, owned by Amy Mangham of
Beltzhoover, another Pittsburgh neighborhood that is part of the alliance, have cleared
more than five acres of brush, laid compost and planted cover crops.
“I just can’t wait to see the entire thing come together,” said Mangham.
Today, in cleared fields you can see rye, radishes, oats and winter peas growing as cover
crops.
Funding for the project has come from Hillman Foundation, PNC Foundation, The Heinz
Endowments, Birmingham Foundation and Neighborhood Allies.
“I’ve been working on this for three years — 60 hour weeks — and this isn’t my only
project,” she said.
“Success will be having an infrastructure established in a year, so in five years we have
farmers ready to go out on their own and be successful financially.”
The farm will focus on food-production education and youth engagement, a huge value
to communities like these, Baxendell said, with youth who may have never seen a
tomato on the vine.
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South Hills Sub Group Meeting the 26th and a question for all investors
I want to start off this newsletter with a question. Would it be helpful if I added deal
analysis and examples to the newsletter?

I hope so because I already have one written.
The deal is for two houses on one lot. This should get you excited already. Typically, banks
will not finance two houses on one lot. That indicates that the only way for the seller to sell
is to accept some form of owner finance. To make matters better for the buyer, the house
in the back is in terrible condition. No way in Hell this house passes any sort of home
inspection, it has 3 feet of water in the basement. You could literally start a fish farm in the
basement.

The price is 20k, the owners inherited the property. They don’t want to live in it, they don’t
want to be landlords. They just want out of it.
The front house needs some cosmetic rehab, maybe 10k worth, if you hire a contractor and
paid retail. Much less if you are willing to paint and clean the place yourself. The front
house will rent for just north of $700 per month.
The back house is more of a crap shoot. If it is fixed up, it will rent for an additional $500 per
month. The question is, should it be fixed up? The mechanicals are under water and most
assuredly bad. The big question is where is all of this water coming from and what will it
cost to stop the water? At this moment, that is an unknown. My wild ass guess is that there
is a natural spring in the property and the walls are leaking badly. I guess that a french drain
will fix this problem, but no need to guess, just call a professional and get an estimate. The
boro wants this house demolished.
So let's talk about the deal and the offer. Would you buy a house for 20k that rents for
$1200, that is a 100% yes. What if you have to destroy the back house (hire day laborers
with sledge hammers, it is a 1 bed efficiency) Now would you buy a house for 20k that
brings in $700 per month. Assuming a 50% expense ratio, you get to keep $350 per
month. That is a high expense ratio, but fair when we are doing proforma math. At $350 per
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month, you are not getting rich, but you will pay the house off in 57.14 months. That is a bit
less than 5 years to have a free and clear house, and you are stepping into some value. Using
a 1% formula this house is worth 70k to the average investor. So, the offer can look like
this. I will buy this house at asking price, 20k. I will do so by paying $350 per month till paid
in 57.14 months. I have now many a creative offer at zero % interest. I will deal with the
renovation and the bad 2nd house. The owner can just walk away, which is what they want
to do. I want to make my first payment 6 months after I take possession. I do this to give
myself time to get this up and get a renter. At that point I am keeping the entire $700. Now
let’s make this deal sexy. What if I sell the house rather than rent it? What if I sell this
house at $40,000 at 7% and I make the buyer pay me $800 per month? There are some
nuances here, but let me keep this simple. The buyer is obligated to fix the property up by
my contract with him. I gain an extra $100 per month, and an extra 20k on the back end. If I
need cash, I can even create a note and sell the note off for 90% of the 40k in 12 months and
make everyone happy. How easy was that?
to your success
Josh
PittsburghREIA@aol.com

Coming Events for the Pittsburgh Real Estate Investors Association.
Update to the South Hills Subgroup meeting this week on October 26th at 7PM. Title
conversation had to be moved to November because the title agent I had in mind is not
available until then!
Instead the topic will be super local. For this month we will talk about different South
Hills neighborhoods, market rents for those neighborhoods, and the amenities that
renters/homeowners expect in those neighborhoods.

Tony Angotti
Realtor, RE Investor, Deacon Hoover Real Estate Advisors
O: 412-939-SOLD X108 || C: 412-605-8233 Preferred || F:412-5066834 ||angotti.realestate@gmail.com || http://www.412agent.com|| 552 Washington Ave Carnegie,
PA 15106
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(Oct 20)

I think you need to see this
This is what your fellow REIA members are saying about Cam Dunlap
"That was a very good presentation, I am glad that I made it"
"I learned a lot"
"His software program is amazing"
"This will take my wholesales to a whole new level"

I think you need to see this video that Cam created for us.
This webinar is live, but when you register it will allow you to watch it at another time that works for
you.
https://app.webinarjam.net/register/20853/95053fbf52
so you owe it to yourself to register and see what you missed at the meeting
To your success
Josh

Improve your sale and rental listings
So, you have a deal… and it’s definitely going to make you some decent money… But only after buyers
look at hundreds of other homes and (hopefully) stumble upon yours.
Getting that deal out into the world where your buyers are going to see it is 90% digital and 10% manual
(talking to your buyers list and inner circle who can move the deal for you).
BUT HOW DO YOU TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE DIGITAL ASPECTS OF MARKETING TO REACH YOUR
POTENTIAL BUYER POOL?
Take your own photos with your cell phone? NOOOOO PLEASE!!!!
https://tenor.com/view/no-noooo-the-office-steve-carell-gif-4733170
Take photos with a digital camera? Maybe that will help. But probably not.
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Use your DSLR because you already take great photos? You most likely don’t. Sorry.
Post your property on craigslist for the world to see? Thats a good start.
Post your property on popular real estate sites (Zillow, Trulia, apartments.com, etc.)? Also a good start.
Let’s be honest… Will any of those help you REALLY stand out from the rest of the homes online and get
that buyer calling you instead of the rest of the poorly marketed homes?
No...
So how can you beat out 99.9% (seriously) of all investors and real estate agents online and get that
buyer dialing your phone number first?
Hire a professional to take care of the media work for you.
Enter one of the newest members to REIA PGH - Fly Over Properties: the premier photography and
videography company for the Western PA real estate market.
We have worked with the very TOP agents in all markets, some of the largest investment firms in
Pittsburgh and everyone else in between. We offer exclusive tools for you and your real estate business
that no one else in Pittsburgh will be able to provide… NO. ONE.
First, our standard services:
Traditional Still Photos of the interior and exterior of your properties
First person, 4k HD walk through video of your properties
Aerial photography
Aerial Video in 4k HD resolution!

We do all of the editing in house and provide you photos in 12-24 hours and videos in 18-48 hours.
You might be thinking "That sounds cool but what exactly is exclusive about that?"
So, not only do we offer the highest quality product at the best price in a quarter of the time as
everyone else but we can also make sure your buyers see your property FIRST!
Fly Over Properties is one of the very few photography and videography companies in our region that
can bypass the exorbitant costs of posting video on the most popular real estate website, Zillow. See
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usually in order to post edited & produced video on Zillow you have to be an agent spending thousands
of dollars per month on advertising, no investor in their right mind is going to do that.
So, what we will do for you and have done for many of the top agents in our region is: Take, produce,
edit, upload and post first person walk through video combined with aerial video and pro photos onto
your Zillow listings. We can also upload and host those videos (and photos) for you to post on craigslist
to give you an added edge.
BUT WAIT!!
It gets better. Zillow is trying to get rid of the real estate agent, the brokerages they work for and attract
the buyers to their site first. They are attempting to be a one stop shop for buyers. To do this they are
giving listings with high quality video an upper hand over the competition by putting that listing at the
top of the search results in the selected area when a buyer searches.
For instance, when you go on Zillow and search for homes in the North Hills, odds are you will see many
homes that show up first on the right hand side of the screen in the search results. All those homes are
there because they have video attached to them.
BUT, again, it gets better. All those homes have video, but those people have made the mistake of taking
those videos with their cell phone and uploading it to Zillow. Fly Over properties allows you to surpass all
those listings and upload a 4k fully edited video combining aerial and pro walk through video (not cell
phone video).
Now it’s up to you…
Do you want to leave every other investor and agent in the dust and give your property the exposure it
deserves? Out of the 1000 people or so that will see this message and all the agents we already work
with and market to, one of them is bound to have a property in the same area as yours. Why would you
let them beat out your property because you decided cell phone pictures were good enough (or because
you have a DSLR and “already know what you are doing” ? :)
We have cemented our place in the agency side of the Pittsburgh real estate market and hope to
become equally ingrained in the investor market. If you have any questions or would like to schedule an
appointment for us to come out to one of your properties please feel free to call, text or email us at the
addresses bellow.
I hope to talk to you soon,
Paul Wakim
412-337-3608
Paul@FlyOverProperties.com
FlyOverProperties.com
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Special REIA PGH discounted pricing:
Individual Single Services:
Still interior and exterior photos: $70+
First person walk through video: $120+
Aerial photography: $100
Aerial video and photography: $200
**As you combine different services we give you a discount. Please do not add these singular service
prices and expect to pay that price for a 2,3, or 4 service combo.
We also charge $.50/ mile driven round trip.
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Our Business Partner Members
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www.USAREMentoring.com
USA Real Estate Mentoring Group
“Your Highway to Success”

Mentoring is the key to your success in Real Estate Investing!
We are:
-Successful Investors Currently Investing in Today’s Real Estate Market
- Best Selling Authors
-Our Group of Mentors Have Personally Trained Over One Hundred Real Estate Investors
-We KNOW Pennsylvania, and How to Invest Legally in Pennsylvania!
-Access to Our Team Members and Systems
-We Meet Once Per Month in the Pittsburgh Area (Wexford)
-1st Meeting is Free
-Different Levels of Training and Pricing Available
Visit www.usarementoring.com for more info
Brian Snyder: 412-992-8884
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